Clothmaking	231
*n 1473, English cloth in general had fallen into disrepute
Abroad, and even at home, much foreign cloth being
^rnported : to remedy this, general orders were issued
for the proper working of cloth, the maintenance of the
old assize, and the indication of defects, a seal being
attached to the lower edge of any cloth where there was
£iny ' raw, skaw, cokel or fagge '-1
The last-mentioned statute of 1473 gives the measure-
ments of the cloths as by the ' yard and inch '. Originally
it would seem to have been customary when measuring
cloth to mark the end of each yard by placing the thumb
on the cloth at the end of the clothyard, and starting
a,gain on the other side of the thumb. Readers of
George Eliot will remember that the pedlar, Bob Salt,
made ingenious use of his broad thumb in measuring,
to the detriment of his customers; and the London
drapers in the fifteenth century claimed to buy by the
c yard and a hand ', marking the yards with the hand
instead of with the thumb, and thereby scoring two
yards in every twenty-four.2 Although this was for-
bidden in 1440, the use being ordered of a measuring line
of silk, 12 yards and 12 inches long, the end of each yard
being marked an inch, it evidently continued in practice,
as the 4 yarde and handfull' was known as London
measure at the end of the sixteenth century.3
From one cause and another the English clothing
industry encountered a period of depression from about
the middle of the fifteenth century. The towns in
particular were affected, as the jealous rigidity with
•which they maintained the rules and privileges of their
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